Invitation to CRE:8
An afternoon event for S4-S6 students
16 Dec 2011 at 12 noon
Reception area, Edinburgh Campus
Jewel & Esk College
24 Milton Road East
EH15 2PP

Event: Introduction to Creative Industries courses at Jewel & Esk College

Aimed at: School students in S4 /S5/ S6 who are interested in a career in the creative industries, teachers and careers advisers

Creative Industries courses at Jewel & Esk include:

- Music
- 3D Animation
- Web & Games Design
- Music Business
- Sound Production
- Film and Television

There will be:

- bands & DJs playing
- sound engineers producing
- an introduction to the College’s record label
- film, animation and website showreels showcasing the kind of work our students produce

There will also be an opportunity to meet the lecturers and students and ask questions about the courses.